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I. F.M. Transmitter Requirements 
This .report is in response to Contract No. 950144 Statement of 
Work paragraph B. eign parameteis are established for linear frequency 
modulation of a locked oacillat5Tin accordance with'the simplified 
diagram of figure 1. 
A., Conclusion
 
j e F.M. Transmitter specificatlns are state-of-the-artU 
(The designer is confronted twitthe problem of attempting to solve the 
problem with conventional techniques, whereby the required hardware is 
bynecaessity at or- beyond the state-of-the-irt. The alternative is to 
select a system that offers both basic advantages and unfortunately 
basic risks. The lockd oscillator frequency Modulator represents such 
a choice4 The degree of risk is minimized by computation which prcve 
that the system is feasible. In the final analysis, the system per­
formance is dictated by the correlation between hardware performance 
-and computation. 
)The system outlined in this report is feasible provided that 
1) A VCO can be fabricated that exhibits the specified residual F.M. 
and linearity 2) a phase detector with a linear transfer of output 
-voltage to inut. phase is used 3) a count down divider is used in the 
fabdback channel to constrain the phase deviation within the linear 
-limits of the phase det~ctor. 4) The modulation index and the division 
of the feedback counter are matched such that the linear range of the 
phase detector is not exceeded 5) a realizable compensation network 
whose transfer function is the inverse of the transfer 'of frequency 
output to pre distort the baseband modulation. 
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FIGURE 1. PH{ASE LOCK, AF MODEIIaTOR i 
B. Summiry of Specifications 
Reference jP Spec. No. GPG-15062-DSW 
1; 01 Operational Modes. The RF test console shall contain a 
wideband FM transmitter capable of operating in either AFJ 
or non-AJC modes, and both couventional and phase-lock FM 
demodulations. 
,2. Frequency Stability. The frequency stability of the WM. 
transmitter-receiver pair shall be such as to cause less than 
15 cps rms residual FM with the transmitter operating in the 
AEC mode, and 60 cps rms residual FM with the transmitter in 
the non-AFK mode, measured at the, output of either the con­
ventional or phase look FM receiver in a 500 kc bandwidth. 
'3. Static Linearity. The transmitter-receiver pair shall exhibit 
a static linearity of + 0.5 percent over the full-scale fre­
quency, deviation with the non-AM transmitter and either re­
ceiver. 
4- Dynamic Linearity.' The transmitter-receiver pair shall exhibit 
a dynamic linearity of + 1.0 percent over all combinations of 
modulating frequency and frequency deviation in both AF and 
non-AFC transmitter modes and -with either receiver. 
-	 frequen. The transmitter center frequency shall be exactly 
50 Nc and shall be continuously tunable + 500 cps about this 
frequency by manual control. 
6. 	 Power 'Output. The transmitter power output shall be'sufficient 
to drive the signal/noise mixer. 
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7. Frequency Response. The frequency responsa of the frequency' 
modulator shall be constant within +- 0.1 db Irom 50 cps t 
100 kc and + 0.5 db from 3 cps to 50 cps and 100 kc to 500 kc. 
S. 	 Frequency Deviation. The modulator shall be capable of deviating 
the carrier + 500 kc about its center frequency with a maximm 
modulation index of 512 in the AFC mode. 
9. 	 Deviation Linearity. The characteristics of the frequency
 
modulator shall be sufficiently linear to meet the static
 
and dynamic linearity requirements of par. 3.5.2.1.2 and
 
3.5.2.1.3, JPL Spec. 15062.
 
10. 	 Incidental AM. Incidental amplitude modulation due to fre­
quency modulation shall cause no more than + 0.1 db envelope 
distortion under the. most severe conditions. 
1. 	 AFC Operatiot. The 104 transmitter shall be capable of operating 
either with or without automatic frequency control. In the 
AF mode ita modulation responses shall be from 3 cps to 500 kc, 
and in the non AFC mode, from do to 500 kc. 
12. 	 Amplitude Modulator. The FM Transmitter shall contain a narrow­
band amplitude modulator with characteristics identical to that 
in the PM travamitter as specified'in 3.5.1.2.5. JPL Spec. 
13. 	 Bandwidth. The overall TM Transmitter bandwidth shall be con­
sistent with the above performance specifications. 
14. 	 Transmitter Reference Output. 'The FM transmitter reference output 
shall be identiceal to that for the M4transmitter. 
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C. 	 Oeignbjectives 
1. 	 Peak Frecuency Deviation 
The peak frequency deviation of the VCO and driving amplifier 
must be 0.5 mc. 
2. 	 Fidelity Allocationd 
The static and,dinasic linearity allocations are given for the 
TX/RX pair as + 0.5 percent and + 1.0 percent respectively. 
The transmitter and receiver are designed separately. The 
allotted error wMll be equally divided between the TX and RI. 
3.- Yase Lock IM Transmitter Lo Characteristics 
a. PC L Transfer Function 
The transfer function of frequency output to modulation input 
will be of the form: 
el -2E 
The baseband pre-distortion will be of the farm: 
ihereb7 the coiibined frequency response of the pre-distortion 
network and locked oscillator vill be-+ 0.1 db frm 50 cps 
to .0 ke and + 0.5 db from 3 cps'to 50 cps and 100 kc to C00 kco 
b. 	 ABCTanspor J-
Not applicable to narrow band loop 
c. 	 ABC Lop Multiplier Reference 
50104+6 97.5 kc (Maximum Reference Frequency)/512 

d. 	 APC Loop Rejection at 97.5 c with respect to modulation. 
e. 	 VCO 
?eak frequency deviation + 0.5 mcs. 
Sensitivity 2.10+6  cle 
volts sec.
 
Linearity 0.5%
 
Output carrier frequency 50 Mce
 
200 
f,. Phase Detector
 
Linearized (Sawtooth) characteristic Phase error Range Tr Radians 
linearity 2%
 
Sensitivity 1 volt/radian
 
g. 	 D.C. Amplifier 
Gain 20,db 
Linearity 0.1% 
Voltage Output Range + 10 volts
 
Equivalent Corner Frequency OMC5,
 
Drift 	 100 'UV/wk 
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h.' APC Loop Filter Transfer Function
 
i," Feedback Frequency Di-der Ratio
 
9 (INaiies)
 
A1--Loop Filter Transfer Function 
-I 
k. AFC Open Loop Transfer Function 
1. AF Closed Loop Transfer Function 
m. AFC Open Loop Gain
 
K'p~ H ~ V-.t&"Xr VOLTt. 
VOLTO 
VP "",- .100 -
Note: The- AFC amplifier gain 10) volts is attributed to 
volt 
two loop amplifiers, One amplifier is c mmon to 
both the AF and APO loop. 
n . Discriminator
 
Linearity .3%
 
Gain 0.25 volts/mce
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3:1. AMQ System 
The 'IRVRXpair specification states that the RMS residual F.M. 
be no larger than 15 cps measured in a 500 ka receiver bandwidth. 
The reSida9al M is related to the baseband noise measured at the receiver 
output as the ratio of 1 or -p9ro0iataly90 db,.- Transmitter,
 
VCO instability is one contributor to the system residual P.M. 
Specifically the adrift, rate of the transmitter VOO contributes to the 
hoise spectrum measured at the RX outout. The AFO eystem in the 
usual senpe is intended to improve 
the stability obaraoteristics of the deviable oscillaten. Consider the 
system outlined in figure 2. 
'LOOP LOOP0 
FIGURE 2. BASIC AM SYSTEM 
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A simplified frequency model of this system is indicated in figure 3. 
FIGURE 3. SIKPLIFIED ODEL, AFC LOOP 
The transfer function - is listed in equation I 
F.e, F t- W 
I+ le,, 1,, Vv Fs)() 
Let Kp (position oonstant) lCOV-w 
('L) (2) 
The TX/RX amplitude response is specified as + 0.5 db at 500 kc. 
Assume that 0.1 db droop is allotted the FM Transmitter. Therefore, in 
equation :(2) if Lo is. substitute& for s, the transfer .) must 
not droop more than 0.1 db as jw becomes 10 77 rad.. 
sec. 
A. AFC loop Synthesis
 
The closed loop Butterworh response synthesis developed during 
Phase I may be of value. The synthesis affords a convenient technique 
for selecting the open loop poles and gain such that the closed loop 
poles fall on a semi circle (cut off frequency) in the a plane. The 
open loop poles and gain are determined as a function of closed loop 
cut off frequency and damping factor. A three pole Butterworth closed 
loop response is assumed. The closed loop transfer functioni is of the 
form indicated by equation 3.. 
The open loop transfer function is listed by equation 2. Let F (S) 
of equation 2 become 
Let K.', 
PO I 
(s) - (5) 
-1-l 
Le 
!iLf 
It equations (3) and (5) are expanded and equated, equation 6 
'results 
S 4 (2 r+1)'-i ~6s Mfl S (6) 
+ + 
Equating the coefficients of like powers'of s,.thp following-is 
evident. 
2 (8) 
(9)
 
2£4 I 
The open,loop parameters of interest are listed as follows­
•r (10) 
Z-<+ I'(1 
wk,, 
V-2-74 (n
 
The closed loop' resonant frequency (or closed, loop filter cut off 
frequency) is specified by the allotted amplitude droop at 500 kc. 
A three pole Buttergorth exhibits 0.1 db amplitude droop at 50 Ic if 
.
fi i's I mc "( w 2 7P10 6 ) Further, the closed loop damping, £ 
of a threq pole Buttervorth is defined a& 0.5. Therefore, 
= (1) 
(14)
 
A_ 
-4 0707, (15)
 
-As indicated by equation (13) the open loop gain -must b T7' 10 
unrortunately, tbis is unrealizable. Therefore, a realistic synthesis 
must list a realistic loop gain as a constant and allov the other para­
meters to become- dependent of the selected closed loop cut off, freqiency 
and-loop, gain. 
A practical open loop gain s listed by equation 16. 
kVOtr I40. l­
-12-o 
" 
'pr-St 
The discriminatdr constant is based upon a linear delay line dis­
criminator used previously. The open loop transfer function is of the 
form listed in equation 17. 
WkW W, (17)WTO W, 
Th e loop filter F[S) is corprised of real pole at L, and a 
double pole at w,, The closed loop form is: 
7 ;:> c &+ 0( 18)~ 
_ -_ _ 
_ 
S (19)
'. L. ~ (-L S t~ a ~ '3 4 
The closed loop response required (three pole Butterworth) is of
 
the ,formn 
Fts) (20) 
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EquAtixz coefficients of like powers of s of equations 19 and 21 
the folling.e sults. 
+ (22 
The open loop gain, ep , is 50 as outlined earlier, The 
closed loop- daMping, e, of a three pole Bubterwortlh is 0.5. The open 
loop poles i terma of the closed loop cut off frequency w,, were 
conputed as -follows: 
UU-(15) 
The out off frequency, tv , is selected as 2 7T. 10 rd/sec 
as outlined earlier. The parameters of interest becme: 
V, 	 Trd Srd (27) 
2,-1. I04 
%06 	 (28) 
S2C 	 (29) 
(30) 
= 6 	 (31) 
The open loop transfer function is 
41 +1) (32) 
The closed loop transfer function becbmes
 
F~s) =(33)
U. 	 +( ' 
The open -and closed loop responses indicated by equations 32 and 
33 are plotted in figre -4. The group delay of the closed loop transfer 
is plotted in figure 5. The Root locus plot of the system is shown in 
figure 6, Figure " indicaies that the group delay variation to 500 kc 
is approximatel:+ 23 nanoseconds. If the cut off freqvency is selected 
to achieve constant group delay rather than 0.1 db droop in amplitude 
response the cut off frequency must be extended from I no to 2.5 mc. 
Figurep 7 sad 8 indicate the amplitude response and group delay for 
,Wn of 2,r.2. 104'1 The variation in group delay is decreased 
from 27 naw-oseaonds to 3 nanoseconds.. ' The amplitude droop at 500 kc 
is decreased from 0.1 dh to .0003 db. The attenuation to the 50 mc dis­
criminator harmonic is -80 db. 
Equations 27 thru 33 must be modified aS follows: 
'M,.,6
0a. (34) 
,L,-- 15'. s-4 - it (36) 
-
k'p o6 (37) 
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B.. 	 AFO Loop Lineari Consideratios 
.The simplified model of the AFC loop shown in fig.ure 3 is repeated 
in figure C, The principal loop non linearity is attributed to the 
'CO- The linearity of the delay line discrminatorconsidered has been 
measured as 0.3%. Therefore, the VCO non linearity is considered as a 
loop, input ( v , () ) and the transfer s) examined 
as sholin by equation hI1. 
(e.) 
-2-+ 
! v H 
H(S) 
p.HPF~L~r ~Vc 
4 
4) 
Let -
14GURE 9. 
p -=-
LINEAR FM MODULATOR WITH 
MODULATION SORCES 
k ' 
V V'L ,,+ Ffic) 
SInULATED INTER­
(42) 
As outli~nd 6a'ier 
L~IS 
( ) - -+ 
-(43 
-23- I 
The VC0 intermodulation distortion is attenuated by the loop as 
'icdiated :by equation 43 and shown in figure 10. 
,Simiiarly, the intermodulatiou distortion introduced by the 
discr'iminator, Ti" 1 , is attenuated by the gain of the dis­
criminator. Therefore, the AFcin mode the VCO non-linearity is
 
attehuatedby 
the gain as shown in figure 10. The loop, performs little 
correction on the discriminator non-linearity. Therefore, a successful 
FMLmodulator, organized as indicated, requires a linear discriminator.
 
The delay line disriminator outlined on pages 30 to 38 in the FM
 
Receiver reort (Appendix I) references a unit that exhibits 0.3% 
distortion at 20 percent bandwidth. This discriminator is applicable 
or at least provides a basis for initial design. 
C-.' 	 APC Carrier Tracking Loop
 
The prevsious sections indicated form of F.M.
one Modulator whereby
 
the amplitude response and group delay 
of the output as a function of 
modulatioii is forced ato assume three pole Butterworth characteristic. 
Further, the loop attenuation of the system's principal source of non­
llhearity (VCO) was eiamined. One may conclude, the canthat if system 
be fabricated as outlined, the results would be compatible with the spec. 
Unfortunately, the system has one serious shortcoming. The discriminator 
(figure 9r provides the loop reference frequency F, (s-)
 
The discriminator linearity and slope sensitivity 
are inversly pro­
portional to bandwidth. The discriminator reference stability ( Ft t-%) 
is directly proportiona to the bandwidth. As outlined earlier, a linear 
-24­
+6 
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discriminator is essential, the reference instability must be accepted. 
Howeverj if the reference frequency is allowed t6 vary; the VOC output, 
, -lifollow. The rate of change of " v iln be detected0 
in the receiver as residual F.M. Therefore, the system must provide a 
means of stabilizing the VCO output, aside fran the AMC loop. 
Tw systems were considered. The first consists of a narrow band 
auinliary AF .Loop uhereby the disdriminator characteristics include 
narrbi- bandwidth, high slope sensitivity and stable reference (i~e. 
Crystal Dliscrminaior). The block diagram of this system is indicated' 
in. A-gnre I . 
. t& C R 2 . S SFl4 flhA RA W 'D SCR 2 InA TO R A 1C YS TL l i f 
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In general terms, loop #2 can, be replaced- with an equivalent linear 
VCO and loop- # analyzed for its influence on the average center frequency. 
The drift and drift,rate of the output center frequency of this system 
is determined primarily by the crystal discriminator stability and the 
characeristics ,of loop #1. 'The worst case crystal discriminator 
xrference fi equency stability is aproxately + .0i %or + 5 kc at 5O meae 
based on the .characteristics of units previously designed. The residual 
FM is 4ecified as 15 cps. Therefore, the system shown ln_figure 11 is 
not considered applicable.
 
A second system considered to stabilize the VCO center frequency
 
is outlined in figure 12.
 
O SC 1 1MIAT441± 
JCKED OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY 'MODULATOR 
WITH AFG LINEARIZATION OF VCO 
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1%' is assumed thdt loop I can be replaced with a linear VCO yielding 
the -model otf-igqre 13. 
EGURE 13. SndhLIFIED LOCKED OSCILLATOR FREQ3ENCY 
'MODULATO1 
Th' transfer function7 of interest, - L ) , Is expressed 
,as follows: 
-244
 
-28-:, 
N 
Assume the loop filter is of the form 
F(s-) C 
-(~S I) (L? 
em14 (2L8) 
-29­
Let 0707 and S-
ThPe ampi tude vp frequency iesponse of equation .49 is 
-30­
- o W (52)
 
Figlre 14.indicates the plot of equation 52.
 
The hi'gh pass chafacteristlc of r. 1() is not conaatible 
-th the amplitude response specification (+ 0.1 db from 50 cps to 100 kcs 
and +0.dbro3 cps to 50 cps and 100 kc to 500kc) if the lower 
-bound of the, baseband approaches. U . Although a numerical value of 
u., has not been established it appears practical to pre-emphasize 
the modulation baseband and thereby extend the low frequency portion 
of the'baseband. The pre-emphasis network transfer function must be the 
4
inverse of equation 9 as indicated by equation 53. 
S) (53) 
if LW, 4 I equation 53 becomes 
Ps') lu (54) 
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5.,T1 
U4jdw.,. 
. ,k5.A. F";.-L '1~' " 
1 
N", ~ f ~ ' 
4§i~~~~f1.I4 1n, iH' ~ 1 
il'fi' 147' 
Vj ~I S q!'"S l 
0.01 100to 0 
Equation! 54 is of the form. 
' * 7 r Ij (5) 
Equation 56 eay -by synthesized with either active or passive com­
ponents. The passive synthesis is not without problems, as the r equired 
component values are unrealistic. The active synthesis is a standard 
analog computer Problem. Figure 15 shows one means of mechanizing equa­
tion 56.
 
<(%cs) '" ' a'E--o -
FIGURE I . ACTIVE PR9-EPRASIS MECHANIZATION 
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Aside fran the transfer of S 
pre-emphasiz network, the influence of the phase detector harmonics
 
and the phase detector reference feed through on the output is of 
interest.- Refer to figure 13., The transfer function C is(.) 

repeated by equation 57 (A linear system is as.aed and superposition 
applied) 
k 14V V -ce o e 
The transfer is indicated by equation 58. 
______ + (58)j 
Equation 5& diVided by equation 57 yields 
R6~) (59) 
tquation 59 indicates that the relative magnitude of L/e to r-D 
is determined by the APC loop filter The loop filter is of
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the form ?; a simple lag lead configuration. If the 
lower frequency component of Trpo(the phase feedthrough) is thangreater 
and if I equals /,0aa ?7,. 2>t (j'W) becomes 
-60. db with respect to V . Numerical values will be assigned later 
in the report. 
D. APO Loop Modulation Considerations 
In implementing this -phase locked AFC unit, the most critical pro­
blem is developing a system that will operate with all of the variations 
in the modulation parameters that will be impressed on the desired 
carrier freqiency. Specification 3-5.2.2.4 defines the modulating fre­
quency range of 1 cps to 500 kc. The lower limit of the above range 
was raised to 3 cps after discussing this point with JPL personnel. 
Also, the peak frequency deviation value given in specification 3.5.2.2.3 
(b) is 500 kc. Hence the above modulation parameters are the values 
that will be employed in the following design considerations for the 
AFC uniit. 
The phase lock AF0 system is a carrier trackig loop. Hence for 
proper operation of the loop two basic conditions must be fulfilled: 
First, a spectral line at the center frequency must exist that is either 
displaced from the sidebands generated by the modulation process or 
if the sidebands are close to the carrier frequency they must be at 
least 20 db down relative to the strength of the carrier frequency line. 
Second, a given minimum amount of power must always be present in the 
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,carrier frequency coniponent in order to insure proper oneration of the 
phadi detector. Th6 question of itether the above t-o operating condi­
tions can be iiet ill mainly depend on the magnitudes and characteristics 
of the' roduiation paimeterg of the FM wave. 
The ideal assDption for the above parameters is that the carrier 
freouency:Is modulated -aith a single tone fr,-uncy. In this case, a 
spectral line will be present at the desired center freque-icy; hence, 
the first condition can be fulfilled. However, the second conditLor 
can't necessarily be met since the energy content of the center frequency 
can -vary from a high value for'M < 1 to a verf low, value for H .. ' 2.4 
- A plot -of the energy content of the carler .,ersus N approximates 
a sin X function.- Hence, no conclusions regarding the discrete 
tone case can be made until sone perat onal, range of values for N have 
been stated as a definite requirenent. Actually, the assmtion of a 
'discrete tone modulating signal isn't realistic because this type of 
signal doesntt contain any useful information at the receiver. In 
practice, a signal that contains useful information is actually made 
up of -a large number of discrete tones. Hence. this type of signal will 
be assumed for the design of the MFOloop. 
Due to the fact that a multitone signal can't be readily represbnted 
in a concise mathematical form, a simplifying assumption concerning its 
char adteristics 'must be made. It is assumed that the modulating multi­
tone signal has the properties of white Gaussian noise. Hende, the 
problem reduces to determining the resulting power spectrum of a carrier 
frequency that has been frequency modulated with white Gaussian noise. 
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For the case of a noiselike signal FM modulating the carrier, the 
important parameters to be considered are the minimum and maximum fre­
qusncies (.,_1 and ftt) of the modulating spectrum, which in this case is 
assumed to be uniform. Also the rms deviation of the carrier, D, and 
not the peak deviation is the important parameter. For a very good 
approximation, the peak deviation of the carrier can be taken as four 
times the rms deviation. Of course, there is a finite urobability that 
the peak value of the carrier wini exceed 4 times the ris valne if the 
observation time is long enough; however, from a practical standoint, 
the magnitude of the above factor is sufficient. 
From a practical standpoint, it can be assumed that f! K <. fN" 
Hence, the effective rms modulation indax m can be given as D/fnr. It 
can. be shove that the resulting FM spectrum, for the case under 
consideration, for an m - 2 is given by the expression, 
. (60)sp 
where x = f - the normalized relative frequency. 
tn
 
The total input carrier power is taken as unity for convenience. An 
important factor to note in this qase is that the resulting FM spectrum 
is independent of the shape of the modulation spectrum and also of the
 
values fl and fN and is only dependent on the rms carrier deviation, P.
 
,(I) ,-Power Spectrum ofa Carrier Modulated in Phase or Frequency Electronic
 
and Radio Engineering, July 1957, p. 246
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Also for this -case the resulting spectrum is contincous; hence, the 
frequency spread at the important interval of the center frequency is 
a continuum. For this condition, the PLL unit won't operate I= the 
correct -manner since it requires a distinct spertr&J lineo 
In order to, obtain a distinct spectral line a. 4he o e 
the rms modulation index of the input M wave = st be :ten. thu, in*ty. 
Further restrictions are also imposed in the form of tn i actor ;,,2/, 
or , 'From an analytical standpoint, the rboultin : 
spectrum can only be solved for the condition of /C !/ ' nd 
"A ' , Also the resulting iI1 spectuma for .*01e caar Uf1$ { J 
is cansiderably influenced by the valua of F:.Yth, '.Dsf 
when L) .J ,( 
-V , the FM spectrum is 4ian h , 
expression:\ 
In this case, the FY spectrum is continuous; hence, a frequency 
smear will exist in the region of the center frequency. This condition 
is similar to the case of d > 1. For the condition of D /C 
the' overall power is divided into a residual carrier factor wbich is evan 
by the expressions.
 
,-3 
 (62) 
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and a continuous function which is given by 
-(63) 
Hence, the magnitude of the pcwe Y given by both expressions must be 
summed to unity. It can be shown that if ., 41 the 
power-in the carrier of the resulting A- vave will have .9 of the 
total power. Hence, the remaining 10% of the power will3 exist in the 
sidebands of the FM wave. Therefore, it follows that a distinct spectral 
line will exist at the center carrier frequency if the above condition 
on D, fl)and f is fulfilled. Stated in another orm,. since fl and f 
1)' N s fN 
are usually taken as independent variables, the -allowable value of D 
will be .315 
For the specified values of fl and fN of 3 cps and 500.kc the 
allowable rms carrier deviation would be only 387 cycles/sec. This 
marginal value would clearly not be acceptable in a practical system. 
Hence, in order to increase the allowable value 'f D and still obtain 
the desired distinct spectral line, a frequency divider will'be inserted 
betwegn the FM modulation and the input to the phase detector. In this 
case, if the FM wave is divided by a factor N, then the allowable value 
of'D will be .315y- ffifN • From specification 3.5.2.2.3 it follows 
that the required value of D will be 125 kc. Hence, the required value 
of N is 325.5. Irom a design standpoint, the value, of N must be same 
multiple of -he base two. Therefore, the division factor of 512 which 
is equal to 29 will be employed. 
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The need for the above division approach stems from the fact that 
given a c'mtinuous power spectrum at the frequency of interest, no other 
method cbuld be found-to obtan the desired spectral line tht' is re­
quired for operation of the APC loop, Lbuwe the sadebend frequencies 
re-infinitestially qlose to the oenter frearnty ;'o icop liter ehsr­
lacteristic can be employed to obtain the desired ittenantion -f the side­
band frequencies. Henue, the only altornative is to rver t1w nodrllAbion 
parameters of the R4 -wave to obtain the co:rrect opeaatIng ccodzlon, 
The advantage' of this division techniqus <.a that if th* v ue of N 7e 
chosen to obtain the desired value of ) ,h-* _/ 
rms modulation index, m, stated, any em.02er- vale of :, rr.-1y cut 
mor power in the carir, trus increaGig the desire- ,po,;aUrg t t ndig 
tions for the AFO loop. 
B.' APd Loop Ptseters 
The"AP loop design in bed on the procedure outliad b7 JL, 
.The fo.loiing relationships are repeated. 
(6li)A-' 
F(s) (65)7­
-4o­
,c (67) 
4­
(68), 
I.-. S "(69) 
The APC loop design is determined primarily by the loop natural 
resonant frequency., The transfer of (z) is high pass a, out­
lined earlier. Therefore, to extend the lower frequency range of , 
(aside from pre-emphasis) L, must be small as possible. Conversely, 
if t, (or loop gain) is too small the loop error may become excessive
 
if either the reference or VCO frequency change rapidly. It is speci­
fied that the transmitter center frequency be variable + 500 cps from
 
50 imc. The 50 mc reference built during Phase I exhibited 'a drift rate 
2
( j) of 521-10- 4 rad/sec as A function of temperature variations. 
However, the drift rate of the crystal reference frequenoy is not the 
limiting factor. The drift rate of the VCG or the detuning rate of the 
reference frequency are far more significant. The VCO will be an L/C os­
cillator. A typical drift rate of a precision il .vCO is 1 part in 
.10+6, 2 
1 per-sec;- or 50 oycles/sec at 
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50 msca. Conversely, If the same detuning rate of t he relapence frequentcy 
I& allotted, the APO loop design vil. be baed upon. loqp parametes 
sufficient to constraint the loop phase error in tho P"asence of a 
frequency Tampeof 50 e.2 
aeca 
The ,loop error attributed to a frequency rama is ctaVued as. ,oUim2 
* 2­
r) P 
- LO,- ... ~ 
'1M2ere .g zt/8 (74) 
The, inverse ttansform yields the folloiing transient orror 
-42- ,­
IT 
The steady state error is: 
4 -s -;r, 
The maximum phase error becomes 
V'L -
's~~ 
= f- \r---
(76) 
(7) 
If ve choose to constrain 
0t,- .--1 
e(t) max to 5.7o 
= 
' , 
(I rad) then 
' / ' (78) 
The IQop gain is 
4 .20 ,/,/V Z2 Y4"/ 
6-
-­~?- t 
5"/2. 
2 
4 
./6 /7, 6t 3 (79) 
-
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(80) 
ll. Implementation of Circuits 
A. VCO 
The transmitter VCO center frequency is stabilized by the
 
1 
ca rier tracking APC loop. However, the A-C loop perfo".. virtue y no 
correction on the VCO short term instability vhich is manifest by residual 
FK in the TVRI .pair. The TX/OX pair residual FM is specified over the 
band DC to 500 kc in the non-AC mode. Therefore, VCO disturbances, 
.introduced by the. outside world, with frequency componente fLr=' 3C to 
500 rmc iust be minimized. Further, the magnitude of these ditrlncs 
is defined by the ratio of the design goal residual M to .the maximm 
5 CS or -90.5 Tb AFC and.20 log 60 crsfrequency deviation" (20 log 
or -78.l4 db non AFC). If half the residual M is allotted the trans­
mitter and' i the receiver, the transmitter residual # .. become 96 d1 
in the. AFC mode., The '7CO contribution tothe system residual R is detar-­
mined by the, followingt 
1) Power Supply Ripple
 
2.) Vibration
 
3), Sutaining Circuit Noise
 
"4) Tank Circuit Noise 
-Thepower supply ripple must be less than -100 db with respect 
to the nosinal voltage. Assume a 15 volt power supply. The ripple 
-1 4- 4 
must be less than 150 1 volts. The power supply regulator must be a low 
noise unit. A cascaded 6mitter follower buffer between the power supply 
and VCO will provide additional filtering aside from the power supply 
regulator. 
Cabinet blower motors, building vibrations etc. can excite mechanical 
resonances in the VCO tank circuit which in turn produce sidebands dis­
placed from the carrier by the resonant frequency. This problem is more 
pronounced in airborne equipment; however, it must also be considered 
as applied to the R.F. Test Console. Several precautionary measures 
include the followings 1) The tank coil will be wound' on a mechanically 
stable, grooved teflon bobbin 2) The VCQ assembly ill be encapsulated 
in polyurethane foam. The usual approach to vibration problems is to 
change the mechanical resonant frequency such that the resultant sidebands 
fall outsidethe band of interest. This procedure is not available to 
the designer as the band of interest extends from DC to 500 kc. 
The oscillator sustaining circuit noise, unfortunately, prevents 
practical realization of the theoretical short term oscillator stability. 
The oscillator sustaining circuit noise wLil be minimized by using low 
noise transistors and quartz capacitors. Conversely, the VCO oscilla­
tion level must be relatively large to provide as large a signal to noise 
ratio as practical within the constraints of long term stability and 
linear operation of the oscillator. 
The tank circuit design-presents two conflicting choices. The 
tank circuit Q should be high as possible for good short term stability. 
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However i the VCO frequency response must extend to 500 kc Vith only 
+ 0.1 db variation. The VOOphase transfer functionis I + I 
The..VOo 3. db response occurs at W1 ,herby W is defined as 
Conversel- the VCO short term stability is inverely proportional to the 
oscillator Q as indicated by equation 82. 
Z integration tims 
Q crystal storage factor 
K = Boltmsn'ns constant 
-P signal power dissipated in taln creuit 
series resistance 
T = absolute temperature 
=oscillator center frequency 
Clearly, the VCO 'cannot simultaneously exhibit the rquired short term 
stability -aud frequency response. The short term stability taks 
priority. The oscillator loaded Q will be a minimum of 20, about the 
limit for an L/C unit. The resulting oscillator 3 db corner occtws at 
250 X L 3 rad/sec. The VCO driving amplifier must exhibit a zero at 
250 X l0e? rad/sec K 
'hbe tansmitter/receiver pair is allotted 1% dynamic linearity. 
-ifO.5%lineaty is assigned the transmitter the VCO ust exhibit 
approximately 0.3%linearity. Two push pull VCO's that track will 
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exhibit a linearity that is comprised of the difference in iinearities 
of the two VC01s. However, the auxiliary AF loop discussed earlier, 
will transfer the discriminator linearitj (0,3%) to the VCO within 
the constraints of the AFO loop. In the Non AFC mode :the tranmitter
 
lin6arity is determined primarily by the VCOo
 
B. 	 Discriminator
 
The delayline discriminator outlined pages 30 thru 38
on of Appendix 
I-,- (F.M. Receiver), 
-- ill be implemented. 
C. 	 Loo -Amplifier 
The, two operational amplifiers required for the AF and APO loops 
will be the same configuration outlined in Appendik 0 (Locked oscillator
 
Phase Modulator) page 108 thru2lO.
 
D. 	 Phase -Detector
 
The phase detector inputs consist of the 50"yqcs refe~snde and
 
50 mcs VCO output divided by the feedback divider and the reference 
dividers respectively. The divider count (N) is a-function of the 
modulation index and phase detector dynamic range. The minimum value 
of N of 512 has been suggested (N can be a variable if required). Assume 
N 	 5 .1+6 ,
 5125 the phase detector inputs become 5.2 ..or 97.6 kc° The 
phase detector zill be a digital unit as described on pages 126 to 133 
of Appendix D, Locked Oscillator Phase Modulator.. 
E. 	 Frequency Dividers 
The frequency dividers must have a clock frequency of 50 mc and 
provide a minimum binary count (N - 9) of 512. The value of N can be 
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'made, larger and the modulation index increased accoriingly, It is 
apparent however that as 11 becomes -larger, the phase detector "ieronie 
beoom lower in frequency, In the '!nit, +Lh phase d tec to harmonic 
attenuation starts to diminish ihen fite rhase de~bectc" rfefrence freq ancy 
is equal to W2 (the APO loop filtar crole). The Jr st fINve bira'ry counters 
reduce the unmodulated carrier from 5O r-c to %r'n /32. The Thin 
flip flops outlined on pages 125 to 126 of Appendx i, Loked Oscie.9tor 
Phase Modulator, are suitablp. The clock speed of the. vesaiZ np cotf.r-S 
(anproximately 1.5 Die) is relativeay low and a stadzrd utvant1i C7, , lip 
flop is suitable. 
F. AN Yodulator 
In order to meet the requirements fcr the 24 mcdu-,Itcal niav-i 
in paragraph 3.5.1,2.5 of the specification, the above und'., must have 
a vwide bandwidth. This follos frm the fact that incidental EM 
modulation is produced from a variation in the circvit capacitanrces of 
the unit. In order to realize this requirement, it is best to enploy 
an AMmodulator that dbesnit contain any band limiting tramsformer-s or 
active elements. Hence, it was concluded that an AMmodulator that has 
good linear characteristics over the 0 to 5 modulation index rwege, can 
be operated with a modulating frequency range of 0 to 5 kc and has a 
bandwidth on the order of 20 mc would be optimum. 
One type of AMmodulator that was advertised to have the above 
characteristics was tested for use in the R1 transmitter. It is a 
balanced type unit manufactured by the General Radio OGdpary; _n 
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elementary schematic diagram of this unit is shon in Figure 16 . A 
unit was borrowed from the above company and tested with an M signal 
generator. Due to the limitations of the test equipment, a peak fre­
quency -eviation of 240 kceand a modulating frequency 6f 60 kc was 
employed. The AM modulating signal was a 5 kc sine wave. 
As a result of the tests, it was found that the A14modulation index, 
x, is a function of not only the amplitude of the 5 kc tone but also of 
the bias-and balance settings. Hence, with'these three variable adjust­
ments, an m of 0 to 1 was easily obtained. 
In determining the value of m as a'functton of the amplitude of 
the test tone to check the linearity of ihe modulator, a method pro­
posed by General Radio was employed. This method entailed the use of 
a .trapezbidal pattern that was displayed on ,a scope whose sides are 
,dehoted by A and B. It can be shown that the value of the Podulation 
index, m, is equal to B As thatas m appiohad zero, 
B approached A; therefore, the difference measurenent B-A became very
 
difficult to measure accurately. To within the accuracy of determining
 
the magnitudes of B and A from the scope; it was found that perfect
 
lineatit between m and the input signal level of the test tone was
 
obtained for values of m > .3. The procedure entails varying the
 
amplitudes of the test tone in increments of 1 db, and then adjusting
 
the bias and balaice controls to obtain the desired Value of m. Below
 
the atbove value of %, the magnitude of the actual valse of m was difficult 
to determine because of the small value of B-A. Hence, the use..of this 
unit as the AM modulator will depend on whether an accurate measuring 
procedure for low values of m'can be devised,
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-IV. F.M. Transmitter Level Diagram 
Figure 17 indicates the principal power levels around the APC 
and AFC loops. 
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